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JIMMY CARTER
WALTER

I.

F. MONDALE ~~

Background
Defining
President

an appropriate

has been a problem

and meaningful
throughout

role for the Vice

the history of this country.

While custom and statute have changed the office gradually

characterized
Arthur

by ambiguity,

Schlesinger,

Jr. concludes

focused on particular
the President,

disappointment,

problems

over 200

and even antagonism.

"history has shown the American

of the office.

Competition

with

conflict with the White House staff, lack of mean-

I have spoken at length with Vice President
former Vice President

Humphrey,

Rockefeller,

and their staffs to try to under-

stand more fully the many dimensions

of the position.

Further,

Finally,

my staff prepared

and a comparison
Rockefeller

a Constitutional

of the duties and staffing of the Humphrey

relationships,

possible

functions

and political

contribution

nationwide,

I would hope my experience

in

facing you.
of being the only other public official

not affected by specific obligations
of either the Congressional

able to look at the government
to advise.

branch,

and

as a whole, does put me in a unique

relationships

role around the country

in Washington

me to keep in close touch with many different
The biggest

elected

or institutional

or Executive

Further, my political

as well as my established

should allow

groups and viewpoints.

single problem of our recent administrations

has been the failure of the President
analysis

I can make is to

and politics would assist me in giving you advice on

The position

position

I fully realize

-- General Adviser

the most important

the major questions

interests

to do everything

success is totally tied to yours

serve as a general adviser to you.
government

a success.

and

of your administration.

Our Basic Relationship
I believe

that will be workable

I am committed

to make this administration

and the achievements

that I can outline a set of

and assignments

for the administration.

that my personal

II.

and

Vice Presidencies.

It is my hope in this memorandum

productive

history of the office

not conditioned

to be exposed to independent

by what it is thought he wants to hear or

often what others want him to hear.

I hope to offer impartial

advice and help assure that you are not shielded from points of
view that you should hear.
advice.

I will not be the only source of such

Yet, I think my position

enables me to help maintain

free flow of ideas and information
healthy

and productive

which is indispensable

to a

administration.

In order to fulfill the role of a general advisor
factorily,

I think the following
1.

Frequent

and comprehensive

depth to those you receive.
issues to be discussed

request

at meetings

briefings

intelligence
agencies

Advance warning

groups is necessary

additional

satis-

are necessary:

from the CIA and other intelligence

significant

the

briefings

of similar
of major

of the NSC and other

as well as the ability to

and responses

on areas of

special concern.
Senator Humphrey

emphasized

point to me repeatedly.
briefings

of this

He was not given adequate

and was, therefore,

effectively

the importance

unable to participate

on the NSC or '.inthis general arena of fo~teign

and defense policy.
2.
Executive

A special relationship
branch.

with other members

of the

I would hope that I could expect the

same or nearly

the same level of responsiveness

from key

administration

officials

that you

in seeking information

would receive.

Providing

sound advice to you requires

from them complete candor and cooperation
information.

in providing

I do not believe I could evaluate and/or

assess key problems without
it would be important

this relationship.

I think

to make this point to the Cabinet

and other key officials

at the very beginning

of the

administration.
3.

Participation

in Meetings

of Key Groups.

Participation

in Cabinet meetings,

discussions

Congressional

leadership,

of the National

Security

meetings

with the

Council, Domestic Council and the economic

policy group (whatever form it takes) would be extremely
valuable
4.

in fulfilling
A seasoned,

the NSC and Domestic
my needs.

the advisory role.

experienced

staff representative

Council who I can call on to meet

I think it is terribly important

a staff capability

on

that I have

on these two Councils whose priority

is to assist me in performing

my functions.

Humphrey was

not given staff support which combined with the lack of
briefings
5.

made his role on the NSC almost insignificant.
Relationship

is critical

with White House Staff.

I think it

that my office be well informed on the activities

of the White House.
representatives

I believe

it would be helpful

of my office could participate

in

if

appropriate
maintain
developed

White House staff meetings.

the excellent relationship

I hope we can

our two staffs

during the campaign and have maintained

the transition.

Also, my staff is available

the White House staff for any assignments

during

to you or

or tasks for

which they may be needed.
6.

Access to you.*

I suggest that we plan to meet

once per week at a minimum of 30 minutes

A.

Trouble-Shooting.

be available

As problems arise, I would like to

to respond to your direction

quickly as possible.

to an hour.

and help solve them as

Within this general category,

two areas emerge:

* Historically, there has been substantial variation in access and
proximity.
It was not until President Kennedy that the Vice
President had an office in proximity to the White House (EOB).
On one occasion (Agnew) the office of the Vice President was
actually in the White House.
I prefer to think of access in
the terms expressed here and would prefer to maintain the space
with adequate staff offices in the Executive Office Building.

1.

Investigation.

I believe

in attempting

I could perform a very

valuable

function

analysis

for you in special areas of concern.

could range from gathering

to provide background

information

and

This function

on an issue or area

of government

about which you are restless or uncomfortable

to conducting

a full-scale,

Rockefeller

formal investigation

did in the case of the CIA.

area well suited for this approach
on hard crime and official

different

departments

and interdepartmental

An example of one

is that of task force

lawlessness

suggested

and agencies produces
disputes,

such as

in the

inefficiency

as you well know.

With

your support, I think I could play an important role in
resolving

B.

such problems.

Foreign Representation.

the former Vice Presidents

This would probably be done in

Nearly everyone, most notably

I have spoken with, agrees that the

* Humphrey felt he could be very effective in this area.

He noted
that the President did not have sufficient time to consider many
of the problems that arose between departments and agencies.

Vice President
travel.

can play a very significant

role through foreign

The foreign travel I do can be used to express your interest

in selected
abroad,

foreign policy areas, give us an additional

and provide

you with a first-hand

assessment

presence

of foreign

leaders and situations.
I would tentatively
the Secretary
we consider
nations

(subject to conversations

with

of State) that in the early weeks of the administration

the advantages

(Canada, Western

enable me to reassure
possible

suggest

economic

of short trips to the industrialized

Europe and Japan).

Such trips would

our allies, discuss the objectives

summit, and assess the internal

of our leading economic partners.

economic prospects

I am advised that travel in the

early days can be very productive
for the host countries

of a

in part because

it is too soon

to expect specific responses

to their

problems.
It would be made clear, both publicly
such a trip was an information

gathering mission,

that

not a negotiating

mission.

The itinerary would be worked out with your senior Cabinet

officials

and advisors.

from the standpoint
attention

Specific

the Vice President's

in the countries

publicity

visit as a gesture

concerned.

Function

The Constitution
Senate.

It would be conducted with minimum

of the United States but with appropriate

to dramatizing

of your interest
IV.

and privately,

mandates

that I serve as President

The duties are ceremonial

with the exception

of the

of casting

tie-breaking
minimum
V.

votes.

I assume this responsibility

will take a

amount of time.

Possible Additional

Functions

Based on my analysis of the history of the office, the
following

are functions which are the most promising

situation

seem to merit serious exploration.

A.

Congressional

you in your relations
1.

I think I can be helpful

with the Congress

to

in two important respects:

I think I can advise you on what to expect from

the Congress
actions,

Relations.

or in this

on significant

and what approaches

issues, how to interpret

their

will be most productive.

Twelve years in the Senate gives me a substantial

back-

ground for analysis and interpretation.
2.
office.

I can advise and assist your Congressional

liaison

This should be done on an informal basis so that

my role is not thought of as a lobbyist.
initiatives,

Yet, on major

I could conduct key conversations

and become

more operational.
B.

Political

Action.

has played a significant
I would do the same.
istration

Every Vice President

political

in recent history

role for the President.

I can be helpful through keeping our admin-

on the offensive

politically

and representing

us around

the country, with the Party, and with special constituencies
as labor.

I assume

I would assume this would be a continuing

such

role, meshed

with the off-year
of

election

campaigns

and the re-election

campaign

1980.
On an allied point, an immediate

together

with recommendations

much needed

before

assessment

for Congressional

the next election.

laws, voter registration,

Campaign

and other critical

of election

action,

laws,

is very

finance,

primary

areas are much in

need of review.

I would be interested

in conducting

and recommending

a legislative

if you would find it valuable.

C.
served

Liaison

package

with Special Groups.

in the past as a special

(particularly

Mayors

of intergovernmental
Humphrey

liaison

and Governors).
relations

The Vice President
to elected

has

officials

Agnew established

an office

for a time which was disbanded.

served as a point of contact

elected

such a review

and advocate

for the

officials.
The key danger in regard

Vice President's

office

and state government
contact

between

is devoted

the elected

point for Mayors

official

possible

function will require

functions

additional

Council,

direct

office as a

with adequate

The proper execution

Special Role with Domestic
of the Domestic

through

and the agency concerned.

and Governors

the danger noted above.

D.

better

the Vice President's

against

is that the

to doing agency work for local

which could be handled

I suggest maintaining
key contact

to this function

safeguards

of this

discussion.

Council.

a leadership

Depending

on the

role with the

Council might be considered.

The Council is currently the only

group concerned with a long-range policy planning function and
with the integration

of domestic policy recommendations.

These

functions would be consistent with the domestic overview required
as an adviser to the President and with the possible role as an
arbitrator

in interdepartmental

conflicts.

Your determination

of the functions of the Council will bear directly on what role
would be appropriate
E.

for me to play.

Special Role with Economic Policy Board.

of domestic and international
important.

The coordination

economic policy will be extremely

A special role with the Economic Policy Board could be

considered.
VI.

Additional
A.

Commitments
Minnesota.

I would like very much to be able to con-

tinue to devote some time and attention to my special relationship
to the people of Minnesota.
concern about appointments,
Washington

Special projects,

and regular contacts in Minnesota

would be included.

but this private commitment

to be able to continue to serve the
to me.

A Role for Joan with the National Foundation

Arts and Humanities.

on the

I would like to assist Joan in structuring

a useful and rewarding role with the National Foundation
primary vehicle

and

That time would not be substantial,

people of my state would be very meaningful
B.

some liaison work,

for her continued involvement

as the

in the arts.

She is

extremely

effective

in this area.

In the early stages, this might

involve my showing a special interest
VIII.

in this agency.

Conclusion
I am optimistic
set of functions
istration

together.

which will allow me to contribute

in a substantial

and nourished
campaign

that we can develop a relationship

and further reinforced

throughout

that is, being prepared

working

relationship

the administration

above would,

fulfill the most important

in Plains through the

in the past month of working

I look forward to a productive

The role outlined

to the admin-

That optimism has been maintained

from our first conversation

and a close friendship

required.

way.

focused on that obligation,

and beyond.

in my judgment,

constitutional

obligation

to take over the Presidency

The relationship

and a

and assignments

clearly
of the office

should that be

suggested were not

but I think they do meet the test.
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In the pages which
forth a variety

of information

you as you discuss
for assuming
bilities

the office

that office,

you want

The report
office

Also

expenses,

Vice President.
which

included

how to avoid

Finally,

of

and staff-

and Nelson

of the salary,

discusses

available

to the

the problems
-- in their

in their staff, and in

the report provides
during

some ideas on
a ~ondale

as to the duties

Vice

you might

in the new Administration.
is the product

scientists,

former Vice Presidents
thoughts.

parameters

Humphrey

have encountered

and some suggestions

This report
political

survey of the

potential

some of these problems

seek to assume

make plans

the responsi-

the duties

is an outline

with the President,

their duties.

Presidency

-- Hubert

the report

past Vice Presidents

relationship

sketches

and staffing

Next,

to

in the new Administration.

of the constitutional

ing of two Vice Presidents

benefits,

of Vice President,

and begin to define

the report

to set

should be useful

begins with an historical

Then,

Rockefeller.

I have attempted
which

to undertake

and a discussion

the office.

follow,

lawyers,

of discussions
and persons

and Presidents,

with historians,

associated

with

as well as my own

met in Philadelphia
Articles

in the summer of 1787 to amend the

of Confederation,

disability.

The rapo~t

they had no thought

of the Committee

of providing

of Detail

"In case of his removal as aforesaid,
death, resignation, or disability to
discharge the powers and duties of his
office, the President of the Senate
shall exercise those powers and duties,
until another President of the United
States be chosen, or until the disability
of the President be removed."

provided:

It was the Committee

of Eleven,

for the "great compromise"
Convention,

that proposed

President.

On August

Senate,
Eleven

Vice President

of the United

before

problems

Rather,

inherent

the various

Constitution

States.

Convention

felt that the electors

individual
single

"The delegates

the electors

and came back

the office

be required

of
of

was to solve various

then stood, electors

from

for the President

to the Constitutional
would

cast their ballots
Therefore,

was likely to be an

of a single

The" Committee

a

of the President.

for President

with the support

region.

adjourned,

from their own state or region.

candidate

Jr. has put

to deal with the problem

the Vice President

of

4, 1787, the

Schlesinger,

Interestingly,

the United

the winning

of the

When the Committee

States were to cast ballots

for a candidate

with the election

went off for a weekend

in the selection

As the proposed

of Vice

the Presidency

the Convention

was not created

in the

was given a

on September

As Arthur

with the Vice Presidency."

succession.

dealing

succession.

was born.

committee

Vice President

earlier

of the office

States,

to the Convention

it, "Then a fortnight
new drafting

the creation

resolutions

and Presidential
reported

of bicameralism

had been responsible

31, 1787 that Committee

group of miscellaneous
of the President

which

of Eleven

large state or a
recommended

to vote for two persons

that

"of whom

of

"As to the Vice-President,
that great officer
of government, who is, in case of death,
resignation, removal, or inability of the
President, to supply his place, and be vested
with his powers, and who is officially to be
the President of the Senate, there is no
provision by which a majority of the voices
of the electors are necessary for his appointmentibut,
after it is decided who is chosen
President, that person who.has the next greatest number of votes of the electors, is declared
to be legally elected to the Vice-PresidencYi

so that by this system it is very possible,
and not improbable, that he may be appointed
by the electors of a single large State •.•

"

Morris

prophetically

replied,

"the vice president

will be the first heir apparent
On September
contours
making

office

fashioned

by the States,
mentioning

by the Constitutional
the Constitution

dealing

the Vice President

before

with

the President

the legislative

"The Vice President
of the Senate
divided."
provides

to impeachment.

Convention

contains

by

and ratified

several

provisions

the Vice President~

Curiously,
stitution

the final

of Vice President

him, along with the President,subject

As adopted

Office

that ever loved his father."

8, 1787, the delegates

of the Constitutional

then

in Section

double-voting,

branch,

of the United

States

II, dealing
1:

Article

in Section

3:

they be equally

with the executive

branch

shall hold his

and, together

with

for the same Term, be elected,

II, Section

now superseded

which was outlined

I,

shall be President

unless

"[The President]

chosen

in the Con-

Article

provides

the Term of four Years,

the Vice President
as follows:"

is mentioned.

but shall have no Vote,

Article

during

is mentioned

above.

also deals with Presidential

1 outlines

by the Twelfth

(Tab A)

Article

succession.

the system of
Amendment,
II, Section

1

"In Case of the Removal of the President
from Office, or of his Death, Resignation,
or Inability to discharge the Powers and
Duties of the said Office, the Same shall
devolve on the Vice President, and the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of
Removal, Death, Resignation or Inability,
both of the President and Vice President,
declaring what Officer shall then act as
President, and such Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disability be removed, or a
President shall be elected."

The selection
Representatives

of a President
despite'the

was thrown

into the House of

fact that the electors

had

"Character, talents, virtue, and merit
will not be sought after, in the candidate.
The question would not be asked, is he
capable?
is he honest?
But can he by
his name, by his connexions, by his wealth,
by his local situation, by his influence,
or his intrigues, best promote the election
of the President?"

--

come President

upon the death of the President

or upon the

Presidential

incapacity.

President

for 80 days before

succumbing

bullet.

Wilson

months

President

provided

by the President
President
vided

was an invalid

for filling

President
the United

during

assassination

election.
Nixon,

The Twentyof incapacity
by the Vice

of course,

of Vice President.

13 have become

Four became

President

President

by virtue

Vice President

of

of the

four by death of the President,

of the President,

and four by their own

Four of the last eight Vice Presidents

Johnson

also pro-

men who have held the post of Vice

of the President,

one by resignation

of incapacity

in the office

our history,

States.

for the last 18

of a stroke.

The Amendment,

a vacancy

Of the forty-one

of an assassin's

for a self-declaration

and a judgment

and others.

was in a coma

to the effects

of his term as the result

fifth Amendment

Garfield

and Ford) have become
(Hubert Humphrey)

President.

(Truman,
A fifth

came very close

in 1968.

have been elected

twice.

(Tab E)
Only eight Vice Presidents
Unfortunately,
added

the Vice President

to the strength

has not, historically,

of his ticket.

the twenty Vice Presidential

nominees

their own states on only eleven

From 1932 to 1968,
of both parties

occasions.

won

Not since 1952

have both Vice-Presidential
The first Congress
salary

nominees

debated

for the Vice President.

after voting
disagreed

a $25,000

on the means

salary

for President

that the Vice President

diem basis

for each day he actually

approved

now receives

a salary,

to maintain
These

a salary of $5,000.

the official

items are discussed

be paid on a per

John Page of Virginia

appropriations
residence,
below.

It was

showed up to preside

"as we have got him, we must maintain

the Congress

George Washington,

the Vice President.

proposed

that

of a

The House of Representatives,

of paying

Representative

their own states.

at length the question

originally

the Senate.

carried

him."

over

observed
Eventually,

The Vice President

to hire staff,
and money

funds

for expenses.

Although

it is impossible

the work done by the forty-one
pages,

I thought

sketches

it would

of the duties

dents.

These

provide

some insight

President
ways

be useful

and staffing

a member
seq.

Council
cluded

policy.

of the National

a Vice

their

Vice President

role in the execution

staffs.

Humphrey

and forma-

was, by statute,

Security

50 U.S.C.

Council.

war escalated,

policy

the National

discussions.

welcome

concluded,

"[I]t must be said that Johnson

than he himself

was exhas said,

and my views

not particularly

for me to have any greater

••

Humphrey

"

§401 et

Security

and the Vice President

frequently

formulation

which

have structured

"I was not part of the decision-making,

intended

They do, however,

The Vice President

met less frequently
from foreign

of two recent Vice Presi-

functions

had promised

play a,major

As the Vietnam

in a few short

and will give you some idea of the

Johnson

tion of foreign

all of

for you to have brief

superficial.

into possible

in which Vice Presidents

President

describe

Vice Presidents

are, of necessity,

may perform

that he would

to adequately

Humphrey
probably

[were)
eventually
never

role in foreign-policy

had had during

the Kennedy

years."

